






JANUARY - MARCH 1990 QUARTERLY REPORT
Scientific Observation Hole (SOH) Program
Geothermal Resource Permit: GRP 89-1
Lilewa, Kapoho, and Halekamahina, Hawaii
TMK: 1-2-10:01; 1-4-01:02; and 1-4-02:32






This document presents a quarterly report to the County of Hawaii
Planning Department to support the scientific observation hole (SOHs) program
in the Kilauea middle and lower east rift zone. The SOHs are for scientific
observation purposes only. The holes will not be flow-tested or produced.
The information to be gained from the SOHs will provide an assessment of
subsurface geological conditions, groundwater level and composition,
temperature, drilling conditions, an inventory of possible mineral and
geothermal resources, and an eruptive history of the island to the depth
drilled.
This report addresses: description of work under taken and planned;
results of the environmental and noise monitoring activities; log of




The County of Hawaii Planning Commission approved, on August 8, 1989, a
geothermal resource permit application (GRP 89-1) to drill scientific
observation holes (SOHs) in the Kilauea middle and lower east rift lone. This
document presents a quarterly report, as required in condition 11:
"The petitioner shall submit five (5) copies of a status report to the
Planning Department on a quarterly basis (by the first day of January,
April, July, and October of each year), or, within 30 days of the
completion of any SOH. The status report shall include, but not limited
to:
a. A detailed description of the work undertaken during the current
reporting period including drilling activity report;
b. A description of the work being proposed over the next reporting
period;
which will address environmental and regulatory concerns involving
e. The current status of exploration activities in the context of
long-range program goals; and
f. Any other information that the Planning Department may require
the requirements of the Geothermal Resources Permit.
g. This condition shall remain in effect until all of the conditions
of approval have been complied with, then after which these
reports shall be every six (6) months for the duration of the
project.
A log of the complaints received and the responses thereto;





h. These reports shall include a financial accounting of the
resources expended by the project."
II. BACKGROUND
The SOHs are for scientific observation purposes only. The holes will
not be flow-tested or produced. A designated four holes are planned on the
Big Island of Hawaii. Three of the Big Island holes (SOHs 1, 2, and 4) are on
agriculture land and have been permitted by the County of Hawaii Planning
Commission. The fourth hole, designated SOH 3, is on conservation land.
Geothermal development activities under Conservation District Use Permit (HA
12/20/85 - 1830) issued to the Estate of James Campbell has been approved.
III. SOH 4 SITE
Description of Current Work
Tonto Drilling Services continued drilling at the SOH 4 site on January
3, 1990 after a Christmas break. Casing (13.375 inches) was installed and
cemented to 112 feet. Second casing (9.625 inches) was installed and cemented
to 992 feet. The third casing (6.625 inches) was installed and cemented to
2,000 feet. Coring continued to a depth of 3,462 feet. See Appendix A for
daily drilling reports.
Description of Proposed Work
Tonto Drilling Services will continue core drilling to a depth range of
4,000 to 6,500 feet. Then various logs (i .e. temperature, pressure,
electrical, geophysical, etc.) will be conducted in the hole before the
installation of the tubing. A high pressure wellhead valve will be welded to
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the casing, the wellpad fenced and secured. The mud and cuttings in the sump
pit will be disposed in a manner recommended by the Department of Health and
drillsite replanted as recommended by Department of Land and Natural Resources
forestry officials.
SOH 1 site will be the next site for drilling.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Passive hydrogen sulfide (H2S) monitors were installed around the SOH 4
drill site. No H2S emissions were detected during this reporting period.
A monitoring station was setup to measure air quality. These
instruments provided a continuous record of atmospheric H2S concentrations
when interfaced with a data logger or chart recorder. The unit is located in
a utility van on-site and power is provided by the drill rig system.
Continuous wind speed and direction measurements were made with a
recording wind speed/direction sensor system. A data logger and back-up
pressure-sensitive recorder collects the wind speed and direction data. The
unit is located in a utility van on-site and power is provided by the drill
rig system. The height of the sensor location was increased to 16 feet.
Noise measurements at different locations were continued around the SOH
4 site. In addition, a permanent noise monitoring station was located at the
SOH 4 site during drilling.
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Complaint Log and Response
Some noise complaints were received during this reporting period. See
Appendix B for complaint notice and response. The noise consultant analysis
reports for these complaints are in Appendix C. Analysis shows that SOH 4
drilling operations were within conditions set forth by Geothermal Resource
Description of Current Work
Permit (GRP 89-1).
No drilling activity has been initiated. Ambient noise monitoring has
SOH 1 SITEIV.
been initiated around the SOH 1 site. Grading/grubbing permit has been
submitted to County of Hawaii Public Works. Findings of the flora/fauna field
surveys along with metes and bounds have been sent to County of Hawaii
Planning Department.
Description of Proposed Work
Grading and grubbing will commence once the permission is received from
the County of Hawaii Public Works and Planning Department. The wellpad will
be installed and drilling will commence on the conductor casing by either
Tonto Drilling Services or, if available, Fred Page International Drillers.
;:
:.: Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Ambient noise measurements were made at Laughlin residence near the SOH
1 site. Typical ambient noise recordings at the Laughlin residence is






and Gilman stations (see October 1989 Quarterly Report).
Complaint Log and Response
No complaints were received during this reporting period.
V. SOH 3 SITE
":"~".:
.~'
Description of Current Work
No drilling activity has been initiated. Access to the SOH 3 site has
not been constructed, nor has the site been cleared or graded. Ambient noise
monitoring has been initiated in residential areas near SOH 3 site.
Description of Proposed Work
Flora, fauna, and archaeological field surveys will be conducted once
access along site is completed. Other information pertinent to
grading/grubbing permit will be collected.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Ambient noise measured at SOH 4 will be used for SOH 3 site.
Complaint Log and Response
No complaints were received during this reporting period.
VI. SOH 2 SITE
Description of Current Work
6
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No drilling activity has been initiated. Ambient noise monitoring being
prepared for SOH 2 site. Findings of the flora/fauna field surveys has been
sent to County of Hawaii Planning Department. Permit application was
submitted to Department of Land and Natural Resources to inspect, modify, and
if practical install a pump into existing wellstrip well to supply water for
drilling operations.
Description of Proposed Work
Once survey work is completed a grading/grubbing permit will be
submitted to County of Hawaii.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Ambient noise surveys will be recorded at appropriate sites.
Complaint Log and Response
No complaints were received during this reporting period.
VII. STATUS OF CURRENT EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES
No activities being pursued at this time, other than drilling at SOH 4
and SOH 1.
VIII. OTHER INFORMATION


















HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
-:~
13 5/8" CSG TO ·TD & BAIL HOLE DRY.
Additional Information RIG UP EQUIP, RIH W/ 17 1/2" HOLE


































Depth Start __-=1~2=1 (GL)


















































Depth Start __~1~2~1 (GL)











Additional Information CEMENT CSG WI 7 YARDS REDIMIX (6 SK MIX
w/ 1/2" MINUS AGGREGATE) MOVE BOP EQUIP. AND lOlmrn DRLG EQUIP.





















Depth start ·~1~2~1 (GL)






































Additional Information RIG UP 13 INCH BOP EQUIPMENT-DBL GATE
WI BLIND & PIPE RAMS. ROTATING HEAD, CHOKE & KILL VALUES.
TEST RAMS TO 60Q PSI. HANG S-INCH CORING SLEEVE RIG FROM W/H




















Total to Date --------
HoIe j __--'S=O"'H......--.;4:.- _
Period start 070Q
Period End 07QQ
Depth Start 1~2~1L- (GL)























Drilling Mgr ~p~ey~m~o~n~p~z~ _
Additional Information DEL OUT OF CSG WI 101mm BIT (CORE)
TOTAL LOSS QF CIRCULATION ON DRLG OUT OF CEMENT. CONTINUE
DRLG W/Q RETURNS. FLUlP LEVEL IN HOLE ~-10 FT. EXCELLENT CORE








































Drilling Mgr __~De~y~m~o~o~a~z~___aits ----------
Hole ,. SOH-4
Period Start __~Q7~O~O~ _
Period End 0700
Depth Start 2_6~2 (GL)










Total to Date _
Additional Information pELe IN SERlgs OF 10-15 FT THICK asCT
fLOWS. PENETRATION ~Ot FT/RR. DRLe W/O RETURNS. FLUID LEYEw
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Helper _ .....K~a~h~_----:-.. _
Foreman F...i....ei5j[lr..Ibll:.la.cc..:,tKL.-_
Drilling Mgr __D~e~y~m~Qan~auz~__Bits lOlmm #17538-5 @4a4ET
Hole # SOH-4
Period start __~Q7~Q~Q~ _
Per i od End __Qx.7.L.:Q::c.;Qx.- _
Depth Start 422 (GL)
Depth End 572 (GL)
Footage 150
Mud Wt 8.5 I[GAL
Mud Vis 32 SEC
Mud pH __...:Ow..a..:.Q~ _
Mud Temp: IN 68 OUT-M/A
Le. @
Deviation surveys
Muds 77 BGS GEL Expenditures
Daily Costs
Total to Date -------
Additional Information DELG AHEAD w/e RETURNS, FLUIP LEVEL
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HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information FORMATION MUCH MQRE COMPETENT BELQW
550 FEET WITH 100% CORE RECOVERY, TWO TRIPS TQ CH~NGE BIT,'
Hole # SOH-4
Period start __Q~7~Q~Q~ _
Per iod End __Ox..7L.:,Q
IICoI
0"-- _
Depth start 572 (GL)
Depth End 686 (GL)
Footage 114
Mud Wt 8,2 #IG~L
Mud Vis 34 SEC
Mud pH __...811'0.,1.01°"-- _
Mud Temp: IN 66 OUT N/A
Le. @
Dev~atlon Surveys ----
BIts lOlIDm #11538-5 e572~T
101mm #17538-6

















Total to Date _
ENCOUNTEREp CONSIpERABLE FILL IN 425-440 FT INTERVAL, EACH
XIME-INTERVAL BRECCIATED WITH 5 FT CORE LOSS ON fIRST PASS,


















JAN-10-90 WED 14 : 46 8085225618 P,02
HAVJAII NI,TURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-11-90
Period start 0700 01-10-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 01-11-90 Day # 16
Depth Start 686 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 780 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 94 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt 8.2 #IGAL Helper Hanson
Mud Vis 34 SEC Helper Kam
Mud pH 10.0 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 67 OUT NIA Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper Kah·
Foreman Fierback
Bits 101mm #17538-2 Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information VERy BROKEN & UNSTABLE FORMATION 640-
780 REQUIRING CONSIDERABLE REAMING ON BIT CHANGE TRIPS.
DRILLING AHEAD WITHOUT RETURNS, FLUID LEVEL ESTIMATED AT 400FT
COSTS INCLUDE 25% OF EXPENDITURES FOR EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL
TO BE UTILIZED OVER LIFE OF PROJECT, PRILLING CONSULTANT FEES
PRIOR TO 12-1-89 & SHIPPING CHARGES, PLUS ALL CHARGES DIRECTLY
RELATED TO SOH-4 DRILLING OPERATIONS. NON-DRILLING RELATED



















HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information DRILLING AHEAD WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID
LEVEL AT 400 FT UNTIL FRACTURED INTERVAL @875. CURRENT FLUID




































































HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-13-90
Period Start 0700 1-12-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-13-90 Day # 18
Depth Start 898 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 961 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 63 Driller LaOrange
Mud Wt 8.4 #IGAL Helper Hanson
Mud vis 39 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10.2 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 70 OUT Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits SB #17538-1 @925FT Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
SB #17538-4 @955FT
Additional Information FORMATION VERY BROKEN. 5-6 PT RUNS.
TWO TRIPS FOR BIT CHANGE, REAM TO BOTTOM EACH TIME SHORTENING




















HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-14-90
Period start 0700 1-13-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-14-90 Day # 19
Depth Start 961 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 46 Driller Fierback
Mud Wt 8.4 #IGAL Helper Greenburg
'.\ Mud Vis 40 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10.2 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 70 OUT Driller Fierback
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information COMPLETE CORING TO 1007 FT. POH & RUN
DEVIATION SURVEY. REMOVE ROTATING HEAD, RIH OPEN ENDED TO
OBSTRUCTION @850 FT. AVERAGE FOOTAGE DURING LAST 15 FULL



















111\vJAII 1~l\TURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
POH, PICK UP 134 MM RODS, MAKE UP 8 1/2" DRILLING ASSEMBLY,
RIH.
Additional Information BACKFILL HOLE THRU ROpS IN 40 FT


















Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-15-90
Period Start 0700 1-14-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-15-90 Day # 20
Depth Start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller Fierback
Mud Wt 8.4 #/GAL Helper Greenburg
Mud Vis 50 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 72 OUT Driller Fierback
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback




HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-16-90
Period start 0700 1-15-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-16-90 Day # 21
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller Fierback
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL Helper Greenburg
Mud vis 50 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 73 OUT Driller Fierback
LCo @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deyrnonaz
Additional Information REAM 8 1/2" HOLE 121-139 FT OPEN
FRACTURE AT 135 FT, TOTAL LoC., PoO.H., PLUG WITH LCM, RIH.




























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-17-90
Period start 0700 1-16-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-17-90 Day # 22
Depth Start 10"07 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL Helper Hanson
Mud Vis 52 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 72 OUT Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits 3 15/16" RERUN Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information MAKE UP 12 1/4 11 HOLE OPENER & 30 FT OF
7" COLLARS, RIH, OPEN HOLE 121-137, TOTAL L.C. AT 135 FT. POH,
PICK UP 3 15/16 11 BIT ON 101 mm RODS, CLEAN HOLE TO 230 FT,
WASHING L.C.M, & CUTTINGS BACK INTO FORMATION, NO· RETURNS.























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-18-90
Period start 0700 1-17-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-18-90 Day # 23
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud Wt 8.2 #/GAL Helper Hanson
Mud Vis 40 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10 Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 71 OUT Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information COMPLETE CEMENTING HOLE, WAIT ON
CEMENT, PICK UP 12 1/4" HOLE OPENER, RIH & OPEN HOLE TO 140 FT
TOTAL L.C. AT 140 FT. P.O.H., PICK UP a 1/2" HOLE OPENER, RIH,



























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-19-90
Period Start 0700 1-18-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-19-90 Day # 24
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt NIA Helper Hanson
Mud Vis NIA Helper K.K.
Mud pH NIA Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 73 OUT 75 Driller Gillespie
LC. @ 165 Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
NOTE: INCREASE IN MUD TEMP. RESULTS FROM DRILLING OUT CEMENT
IN HOLE. CEMENT CONTAMINATED MUD SYSTEM CHANGING 'MUD
Additional Information FINISH CEMENTING HOLE BACK TO 120
WITH CINDERICEMENT MIX, RIH WITH 12 1/4" HOLE OPENER, DRILL
OUT CEMENT AND OPEN HOLE FROM 140-170 FT. LOSS CIRCULATION
AT 165 FT. POH, PICK UP 8 1/2" HOLE OPENER, RIH & OPEN HOLE
FROM 170-200 FT WITHOUT RETURNS.





























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INS'l'l'l'U'l'£
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole 'I SOH-4 Date 01-2Q-90
Period st~rt 0700 1-19-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
' .. Period. End 07QO 1-20-90 Day I- 25
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contraotor/Rig 'rOUto/U-5000
;::
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
~-
:ii Footaqa Q Driller T4aOrange
,,",,' Mud. Wt Helper HaDson
Mud Vis Helper K,K.
Mud pH Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 70 OUT Driller Gillespie
Le. @ Helper Grf#~Dl)Urg
DeviatIon Surveys Helper J,JS,
Foreman Fierbock
aits Drilling Mgr Doymonoz
Additional Information OPEN HOLE TO 8 1/2" FROM 200-310 IT
WITHOUT RETURNS, DRILLING WITH WATER FROM SUMP. POH, CEMENT





















319 to 1007___to _
___to _
___to _
f'flN-22-90 MON 12:32 8085225618 P.02
HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole 'I SOH-4 Date 01-21-90
Period Start 0700 1-20-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End Q7QQ 1-21-90 Day I 26
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Ri9 Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage Q Driller LaOrange
Mud wt N/A Helper HODson
Mud Vis 45 SEC Helper KIX.
Mud pH NIb Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 69 OUT Driller Gillespie
Le. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.}(.
Foreman Fj,erp~ok
Blta Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information FINISH CEMENTING 9 1/2" HOLE BACK TO
170 FT. WAIT ON CEMEiNT. RIM WITH 12 1/4" HOLE OPENER. OPEN



























'JAN-22-90 MON 12:32 8085225618 P.03
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HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole I SOH-4 Date 01-22-90
Period Start 0200 J,-21-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
period End 0700 1-22-90 Day I 27
Depth start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shitt-
Footage Q Driller IiGQrang~
Mud Wt N/A· Helper Hansop
Mud Vis 48 ~r;C Helper K.K,
Mud pH N.lh Night Shift-
Mud Temp: IN 69 OUT Driller Gillespie
Le. @ Helper Greenpurg
DeviatIon Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
BIts Drilling Mgr D~wmonaz
Additional Information WAIT QN CEMENT, RIft WITH 12 1/4" HOLE
OPENER, TAG G~H~HT @185 FT. LOSE CIRCULATION AT 202 FT, POH,
~eQT CEMENT/CINDER PLUG, WAIT ON CEMENT. RIH WI'l'" 12 1/4" l:IQJ..,r;
OPENER, LQSE CIRCULATION AT ~85 FT. OPEN HOLE FROM 202-220 FT

























~, ..... ~I _ ') ') _ 0 r.lI t.I 1"'1 1.1 ...-.. . ..,...,.



















Helper _--::c.J .s.:K..... _
Foreman -A.F i~e~r~b:.=ao.:=c~k'--_
Drilling Mgr __~D.:=e.ym~o~n:.=a~z __Bits
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 1-22-90
Period End 0700 1-23-90
Depth Start -&1~0~0~7 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ..::;0 _
Mud Wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 55 SEC
Mud pH ,#;.1....0 .:.,• .=,2 _
Mud Temp: IN 71 OUT 76
LC. @ 234 FT
Deviation Surveys
Additional Information FINISH SETTING CEMENT/CINDER PLUG,
WAIT ON CEMENT, RIH. TAG CEMENT AT 185 FT .. OPEN HOLE TO
BASKET. UNABLE TO PICK UP WRENCH. LOCATE 5" HAGNET IN KONA,
WAIT ON DELIVERY.
12 1/4 11 FROM 220-310 FT. LOSE CIRCULATION AT 234 FT., REGAIN
CIRCULATION WITH COTTON SEED HULL MIX. POM TO CHANGE OVER TO
8 1/2" HOLE OPENER. HELPER PROPPEP 15" CRESCENT WRENCH DOWN











































Drilling Hgr __~D~e~ym~o~n~a~z__Bits 8 1/2" HOLE OPENER
3 15/16" BIT
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 1-23-90
Period End 0700 1-24-90
Depth Start 1007 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage =0 _
Mud wt 8.2 #/GAL
Mud Vis 52 SEC
Mud pH __.=.1~0 _




Additional Information WAIT ON DELIVERY OF MAGNET. HAKE
SEVERAL UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS TO RETRIEVE WRENCH WITH MAGNET.
PICK UP 12 1/4" DRILLING ASSEMBLY, RIH, WRENCH IN 8 1/2" PILOT
HOLE. DRILL AHEAD WITH 12 1/4" AND MILL UP WRENCH. ADVANCING
HOLE FROM 310-315 FT. CONDITION HOLE. CLEAN TANKS, POH, PICK
























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole ., SOH-4 Date 01-25-90
Period Start 07QO 1-24-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 070Q 1-25-90 Day ., 30 ..
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-50QO
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud Wt 8.2 IIGAL Helper Hanson
Mud Vis 52 SEC Helper K.I<.
Mud pH 10 Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F): IN--Zl. OUTJUE Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.I<.
Foreman Fierback
Bits 134 MM CORE. RERUN Drilling Mgr peymonaz
134 MM CORE, NEW
Additional Information OPEN 8 1/2" HOLE FROM 328-374 FEET
WITH NO RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL AT 270 FT. THREE SHANKS WITH
(5.27") CORE aIT, CORE 1 FT OVER SMALLER CORE HOLE, RECOVER
ONE SHANK & CONE, BIH WITH NEW 134mm BIT TO REPEAT .
CONES SHEARED OFF 8 1/2" HOLE OPENER, POH, RIM WITH MAGNET
ON WIRELINE, RECQVER HANPFUL OF FINE SHAVINGS, RIM WITH 8 1/2"
BIT. ADVANCE 1.5 FEET TO GET ON TOP OF JUNK. RIH WITH MAGNET.
RETRIEVE MORE FINES. RIH WITH JUNK BASKET, UNABLE TO GET PAST

























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information DRILL OVER JUNK WITH 134mm CORE BIT,
UNABLE TO RETAIN JUNK IN CORE BARBEL. RIG UP 101mm AND 134mm
BASKETS, RIH, UNABLE TO WASH PAST JUNK WEDGED IN 4 INCH HOLE.

















Drilling Mgr __~D~e~ym~o~n~a~z~ _Bits
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 1-24-90
Period End 0700 1-25-90
Depth start -=1~0~0~7 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ~O,-- _
Mud Wt _~N!.l/~R~ _
Mud Vis _-..!.1NJ-/~R,-- _
Mud pH _-..:.N:.J,/~R~ _
Mud Temp(F):IN N/R OUT NIR
LC. @
Deviation Surveys





























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-27-90
Period Start 0700 1-26-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-27-90 Day # 32
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud Wt NIR Helper Hanson
Mud vis NIR Helper K.K.
Mud pH NIR Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN HLB OUT NIR Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deyrnonaz
Additional Information WAIT ON FISHING TOOLS (JUNK BASKETS WI
MAGNETS) TO BE FABRICATED. RUN BASKETS IN HOLE, MAKE SEVERAL
ATTEMPTS TO WASH OVER JUNK WITHOUT SUCCESS, RIH WITH 134mm
CASING SHOE AND CENTRALIZER, ATTEMPT TO DRILL OVER JUNK WITH-
OUT SUCCESS. WASH HOLE & CEMENT BACK PAST LC ZONES, WAIT ON

























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Interval























Additional Information RIH WI 12-1/4 11 HOLE OPENER. NO RETURNS.
MIX LCM PILL. REGAIN CIRCULATION. TAG CEMENT AT 300 FT. OPEN
HOLE FROM 315-350 FT. LOSE CIRCULATION AT 342 FT. POH. SPOT
20 SACK CEMENT PLUG. WAIT ON CEMENT. RIH DRILL OUT CEMENT AND
OPEN HOLE FROM 350-355 FEET.
.-.,-
.;:,.
--{ Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-28-90
Period Start 0700 1-27-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-28-90 Day # 33
Depth Start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt NIR Helper Hanson
Mud vis NIR Helper K.K.
Mud pH NIR Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN HLB OUT HLR Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-29-90
Period Start 0700 1-28-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-29-90 Day # 34
Depth Start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage a Driller LaOrange
Mud Wt N/R Helper Hanson
Mud Vis N/R Helper K.K.
Mud pH N/R Night Shift-
Mud Temp (F) :IN N/R OUT N/R Driller Gillespie
LC. @ Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits SHR CASING SHOE Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information OPEN HOLE TO 12-1/4" FROM 355-375 FT,
LOSE CIRCULATION AT 355 FT., HIT JUNK AT 375 FT. POH, RIG UP
SHE (7 INCH) CASING SHOE AND 2 FT. OF SHR CASING ON END OF
101rnm RODS, RIH, DRILL OVER JUNK TO 376.5 FT, CONDITION HOLE,
pRY BLOCK BIT, POH, UNABLE TO RETAIN JUNK IN SHR. RIH WITH
MAGNET ON WIRELINE, RETRIEVE 2 CONES, ONE SHANK, BUTTONS AND
FINES ON 10 ATTEMPTS. CEMENT HOLE BACK TO 340 FT., WAIT ON
CEMENT, RIH WITH 12-1/4" OPENER, DRILL HOLE TO 380 FT., NO

























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 01-30-90
Period Start 0700 1-29-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 1-30-90 Day # 35
Depth Start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL Helper Hanson
Mud vis 52 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10.2 Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN ~ OUT 1.L Driller Gillespie
LC. @ 382 FT. . Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits 8-1/2" #172689 Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information WAIT ON CEMENT, RIH WITH 12-1/4" HOLE
OPENER, PRILL 380-383 FT. LOSE CIRCULATION AT 382 FT. POH,
PICK UP 8-1/2" BIT WITH NEAR BIT STABILIZER, RIH, OPEN 8-1/2"



























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information WAIT ON CEMENT. PICK UP NEW 12-1/4"
HOLE OPENER. RIH. TAG CEMENT AT 370 FT. DRILL 12-1/4" HOLE
FROM 383-490 FT. LOSE CIRCULATION AT 389 FT •• DRILL AHEAD















































Bits 12-1/4" HOLE OPENER
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 1-30-90
Period End 0700 1-31-90
Depth start ~1=0=0~7 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage """,O~~ _
Mud wt 8.3 #IGAL
Mud Vis __=5=3-=S=E=C _
Mud pH __-=1=0..:.,.,;.:.4 _
Mud Temp(F):IN ~ OUT NIR




HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-01-90
Period Start 0700 1-31-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
.~i-: Period End 0700 2-01-90 Day # 37
Depth Start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt N/R Helper Hanson
Mud vis N/R Helper K.K.
Mud pH N/R Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN N/R OUT N/R Driller Gillespie
LC. @ .Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information CEMENT HOLE FROM 370-490 FT. THROUGH
OPEN ENDED DRILL RODS AT 490 FT. WITH APPROXIMATELY 200 CUBIC
FEET NEAT CEMENT & LCM, WOC, RIR W/ 12-1/4" BIT, TAG CEMENT
@365 FT., DRILL CEMENT 365-385 FT •• NO CEMENT FROM 385-470 FT
POH. RIH OPEN ENDED. PUMP CEMENT PLUG FROM 470 FT W/ APPROXI-




























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-02-90
Period Start 0700 02-01-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 02-02-90 Day # 38
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud Wt NIR Helper Hanson
Mud Vis NIR Helper K.K.
Mud pH N/R Night Shift-
Mud Temp (F) :IN N/R OUT N/R Driller Gillespie
LC. @ 390 FT. Helper Greenburg
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information RIH, TAG CEMENT AT 340 FT., DRILL
CEMENT 340-395 FT. LOSE CIRCULATION, PUMP LCM, NO RETURNS,
SPOT 11 SACK CEMENT PLUG BACK TO 383 FT., WOC, RIH WI 12-1/4"


























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE FROM 497-562 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS, NUMEROUS SMALL VOIDS AND FRACTURES.
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-03-90
Period start 0700 2-2-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 2-3-90 Day # 39
Depth start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL Helper Hanson
Mud vis 53 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10.4 Night Shift-
Mud Ternp(F) :IN 11- OUT N/R Driller Cunningham
LC. @ Helper Riley
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback



























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-04-90
Period start 0700 2-3-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 2-4-90 Day # 40
Depth start 1007 (GL) contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage Q Driller LaOrange
Mud wt NIR Helper Hanson
Mud Vis NIR Helper K.K.
Mud pH NIB Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN HLB OUT !iL.E Driller Cunningham
LC. @ Helper Riley
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr oeymonaz
Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE 562-574 FEET WITHOUT
RETURNS. POH, CEMENT HOLE BACK WITH 7 YARDS OF 4 SACK REDIMIX
WITH 1/2" MINUS AGGREGATE. WOC, TAG CEMENT AT 305 FT., DRILL




























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-05-90
Period start 0700 2-4-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 2-5-90 Day # 41
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt N/R Helper Hanson
Mud Vis N/R Helper K.K.
Mud pH N/R Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN 11- OUT 1:L Driller Cunningham
LC. @ 490 FT Helper Riley
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits 12-1/4" X33C #E80HR Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information DRILL OUT CEMENT FROM 370-574 FT.,
LOSE CIRCULATION AT 490 FT, NO CEMENT FROM 490-550 FT, DRILL
WITHOUT RETURNS. OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE 574-579 FT., POH, CHANGE


























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE FROM 596-699 FT.
















































Period Start 0700 02-05-90
Period End 0700 02-06-90
Depth Start 1007 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ~O,-- _
Mud wt _-=8..,:..=3 _
Mud Vis 52 SEC
Mud pH _--=1...:0..,:.. ...4 _





HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 02-06-90
Period End 0700 02-07-90
Depth Start 1007 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage -"0=-- _
Mud wt _~8...:.._=4 _
Mud Vis 53 SEC
Mud pH _~1_><0...:.._=4 _






























Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE FROM 699-739 FT.
WITHOUT RETURNS, NUMEROUS SMALL VOIDS AND FRACTURES. POH,
CEMENT BACK HOLE WITH 10 YARDS OF 4-SACK REDIMIX WITH 1/2"
MINUS AGGREGATE. WOC, PICK UP 12-1/4" RERUN MILL TOOTH BIT,




























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-08-90
Period Start 0700 2-7-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
,~ Period End 0700 2-8-90 Day # 44
-' Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt 8.3 Helper Hanson
Mud Vis 51 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10.3 Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN 2l- OUT NIR Driller Cunningham
LC. @ Helper Riley
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information DRILL OUT CEMENT FROM 449-669 FT.


























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 2-8-90
Period End 0700 2-9-90
Depth start ~1~0~0~7 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage -"0"--:-- _
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 53 SEC
Mud pH _-=1=0..,:.. ...:::;3 _






























Additional Information DRILL OUT CEMENT FROM 669-739 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS, CONDITION HOLE, OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE 739-741 FT
POH, CHANGE BITS (RERUN HUGHES #E80HR), RIH, HOLE CLEAN TO



























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-10-90
Period Start 0700 2-09-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 0700 2-10-90 Day # 46
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller LaOrange
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL Helper Hanson
Mud Vis 53 SEC Helper K.K.
Mud pH 10.3 Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN 2l- OUT N/R Driller Cunningham
LC. @ Helper Riley
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE 753-789 FT. WITHOUT
RETURNS, POH, REMOVE BIT, RIH OPEN ENDED, CEMENT HOLE THROUGH
DRILL RODS W/ 70 BAG MIX OF NEAT CEMENT, POH, WAIT ON CEMENT,















































Period start 0700 2-10-90
Period End 0700 2-11-90
Depth start ~1~0~0~7 (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ...::0:-- _
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud Vis 53 SEC
Mud pH _--:!:1~0~..::!.3~ _
Mud Temp(F):IN 2l- OUT NIR
LC. @ 768 FT.
Deviation Surveys
CEMENT FROM 768-789 FT. OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE FROM 789-808 FT.
WITHOUT RETURNS.
Additional Information RIH WI RERUN 12-1/4" MILL TOOTH BIT,
PRILL OUT CEMENT 700-768 FT., LOSE ALL FLUID IN HOLE, STICK
ROpS BRIEFLY, POH, SPOT LCM, UNABLE TO MAINTAIN FLUID LEVEL



















































Period Start 0700 2-11-90
Period End 0700 2-12-90
Depth Start -=1~0~07~ (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ..:::0 _
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud Vis 55 SEC
Mud pH _--=1~0:..:..~4 _
Mud Temp(F):IN 2!- OUT N/R
LC. @
Deviation Surveys ----
Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE FROM 808-853 FT. «
PENETRATION THROUGH DENSE SILL (7) MATERIAL ABOUT 2 FT/HOUR,
























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
,.
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-13-90
Period Start 0700 2-12-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
}. Period End 0700 2-13-90 Day # 49
'~ ..::, Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
::.f" Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-}!..
Footage 0 Driller Gillespie
-,,-.-
.. -" Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL Helper Hanson
~~ Mud Vis 54 SEC Helper K.K.
'-' Mud pH 10.3 Night Shift-
Mud Temp(F):IN 1L OUT NIR Driller Cunningham
LC. @ Helper Riley
Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz


























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 02-14-90
Period Start 0700 2-13-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
Period End 070Q 2-14-90 Day # 50...::
Depth Start 1007 (GL) Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000
Depth End 1007 (GL) Day Shift-
Footage 0 Driller Gillespie
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL Helper Hanson
J~
Mud Vis 53 SEC Helper Greenburg
if Mud pH 10.4 Night Shift-,i..- Mud Temp (F) : IN 1.L OUT HLR Driller Cunningham
~ LC. @ Helper Riley
;~~ Deviation Surveys Helper J.K.
Foreman Fierback
.-: Bits Drilling Mgr Deymonaz
Additional Information OPEN 12-1/4" HOLE 963-1.008 FT. WITH-
OUT RETURNS, CONDITION HOLE, pon, REMOVE BIT, RIH OPEN ENDED,
PUMP 112 SACK NEAT CEMENT PLUG. POR, WAIT CEMENT, RIR, TAG
CEMENT AT 870 FT, PUMP DOWN 3 YARDS BAGASSE, COULD NOT REGAIN


















































Period start 0700 2-14-90
Period End 0700 2-15-90
Depth start -=1=0=07~ (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ~O~::-- _
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud Vis 52 SEC
Mud pH _-=1=0...:..,-:4 _




Additional Information DRILL OUT CEMENT 620-992 FT. WITHOUT
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Period Start 0700 2-15-90
Period End 0700 2-16-90
Depth Start ~1~00~7~ (GL)
Depth End 1007 (GL)
Footage ~O:.._ _
Mud wt __N~/R=- _
Mud vis _~N/~R,-- _
Mud pH _~N /~R,-- _








Additional Information FINISH REMOyING BOP, SET UP TO RUN
CASING, RUN 9-5/8 CASING TO 990 FT WITH GUIDE SHOE AND FLOAT
COLLAR (TOP OF 1ST JOINT), RIG UP FOR CEMENTING, HALLIBURTON
SET UP ON SITE AT 8 PM, PUMP 332 CUBIC FT (100% THEORETICAL
VOLUME TO FILL ANNULAR SPACE) THRU CASING. MIX CONSISTS OF
205 SACKS CEMENT, WITH 40% SILICA FLOUR & .65% CFR-3. NO




























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
<,
.-,:; Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 2-16-90
Period End 0700 2-17-90
Depth Start -=1=0~0=8 _
Depth End _--===1~0~0:.::::8:.-.. _
Footage -=0 _
Mud Wt _~N I=R _
Mud vis _-=N I=R'- _
Mud pH _-=NJ-I=R:--- _



















Additional Information WAIT ON CEMENT, USE HOWCO TO PUMP 3
TOP JOBS OF 40, 81 AND 40 CUBIC FEET OF CEMENT TOTALING 100
SACKS OF CEMENT WI 40% SILICA FLOUR, .65% CFR-3 AND 2% CaCL.
LAST TOP JOB BROUGHT CEMENT TO SURFACE, BUT SLOWLY DRAINED
AWAY. TOP JOB #4 AT 10:30 AM CONSISTING OF 29 SACKS CEMENT
WITH 40% SILICA, 1450# SPHERELITE, 5% CFR-3, 4% GEL AND 3%
CaCl. FILLED ANULUS TO SURFACE. RIG DOWN HOWCO, WAIT ON
CEMENT, CUT OFF 9-5/8" CASING, INSTALL WELP-IN DONUT BETWEEN
9-5/8" AND 13-5/8" CASINGS, INSTALL BOPE AND TEST BLIND ANP
ANp PIPE RAMS TO 600 PSI. PICK UP 8-112" DRILLING ASSEMBLY,




























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 2-17-90
Period End 0700 2-18-90
Depth Start 1008 ft.
Depth End 1008 ft.
Footage 24 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud vis 34 SEC
Mud pH _---'-7-=-. .:;5 _
Mud Temp(F):IN ~ OUT N/R
















Additional Information DRILL OUT CEMENT AND FLOAT EQUIPMENT
WITH 8-1/2" BIT (RERUN) TO 992 FT, POH, RUN 5" SLEEVE WITH
CENTRALIZERS TO 992 FT. AND HANG IN WELLHEAD. CHANGE OUT
PIPE RAMS FOR 101mm RODS. PICK UP 101mrn CORE DRILLING EQUIP-



























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information: CORE DRILL WI 101mm FROM 1,032-1,125
FT. WITHOUT RETURNS. FORMATION BADLY BROKEN, MOSTLY SHORT





















Period start 0700 2-18-90
Period End 0700 2-19-90
Depth Start 1032 ft.
Depth End 1125 ft.
Footage 93 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 34 SEC
Mud pH _--:.7...:..,:::0:....- _



































Period Start 0700 2-19-90
Period End 0700 2-20-90
Depth Start 1125 ft.
Depth End 1191 ft.
Footage 66 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud vis 35 SEC
Mud pH _-..:..7~. .:::::5 _


















Additional Information: CORE DRILL WITH 101mm FROM 1,125-1,191
FT. WITHOUT RETURNS. FORMATION BADLy BROKEN, MOSTLY SHORT
RUNS AND SLOW PENETRATION. BAIL HOLE FOR 5 HOURS AT 1135 FT.
TO OBTAIN WATER SAMPLE FOR DLNR. STATIC FLUID LEVEL IN HOLE





































Period Start 0700 2-20-90
Period End 0700 2-21-90
Depth Start 1191 ft.
Depth End 1285 ft.
Footage 94 ft.
Mud Wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud vis 53 SEC
Mud pH _.......=:1..::::0~...:::5:..-- _
Mud Temp(F):IN ~ OUT N/R
LC. @
Bits: 101mm #L-62342
on at 1,266 ft.
Date 02-21-90
Spud Date 12-13-89











Drilling Mgr _~D..:::::e~yrn~o~n~a~z _
::.."
Additional Information: CORE DRILL WI 1Q1mm FROM 1,191-1,285

































HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 2-20-90
Period End 0700 2-21-90
Depth start 1191 ft.
Depth End 1285 ft.
Footage 94 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 53 SEC
Mud pH _....ol:l-:=:0:..:....:::5~ _
Mud Temp(F):IN ~ OUT HLB
LC. @
Bits: 101mm bit #L-62339
Date 02-22-90
Spud Date 12-13-89












Additional Information: CORE DRILL 101mm FROM 1,285-1,380
FT. WITHOUT RETURNS, FORMATION BROKEN RESULTING IN NUMEROUS
SHORT RUNS (2-5 FT). SAND IN CORE BARREL AT 1.380, BREAK



































Period start 0700 2-22-90
Period End 0700 2-23-90
Depth Start 1383 ft.
Depth End 1475 ft.
Footage 92 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud vis 46 SEC
Mud pH _~1;.':::0;..:..~0~ _


















Additional Information: FINISH PULLING RODS. RETRIEVE CORE
BARREL. REPAIR WIRELINE, CHANGE BIT, RIH, CORE DRILL 101mm




































Period start 0700 2-23-90
Period End 0700 2-24-90
Depth Start 1475 ft.
Depth End 1563 ft.
Footage 88 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud vis 45 SEC
Mud pH _-=1..:::0~•..:::0:-- _
Mud Temp(F):IN 11- OUT HLB
LC. @
Bits: 101mm bit #L-62338
on at 1, 519 ft.
Date 02-24-90
Spud Date 12-13-89













Additional Information: CORE DRILL 101mm FROM 1,475-1,563 FT.
WITHOUT RETURNS, FORMATION BROKEN RESULTING IN NUMEROUS SHORT

































Period Start 0700 2-24-90
Period End 0700 2-25-90
Depth Start 1563 ft.
Depth End 1673 ft.
Footage 110 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 46 SEC
Mud pH __..;;.9.........:::;5 _



















Additional Information: DRILL 101mm CORE FROM 1,563-1.673 FT
WITHOUT RETURNS, FLUID LEVEL RELATIVELY STEAPX AT 850-900 FT.,





























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 2-25-90
Period End 0700 2-26-90
Depth Start 1673 ft.
Depth End 1769 ft.
Footage 96 ft.
Mud Wt 8.4 #{GAL
Mud Vis 43 SEC
Mud pH __.:::.9..:..:::5 _
Mud Temp(F):IN 21- OUT NIR
LC. @
Bits: 101mm Bit #L-62337
in at 1, 673 ft.
Date 02-26-90
Spud Date 12-13-89













Additional Information: DRILL 101mm CORE FROM 1,673-1.769 FT
WITHOUT RETURNS, FLUID LEVEL GENERALLY AT ABOUT gOO FT. BUT
PROPPED TO APPROXIMATELY 1,100 FT. ON ONE RUN. PALE YELLOW




































Period Start 0700 2-26-90
Period End 0700 2-27-90
Depth Start 1769 ft.
Depth End 1838 ft.
Footage 69 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 47 SEC
Mud pH __...:;9-='.-=5'-- _
Mud Temp(F):IN 11- OUT HLB
LC. @
Bits: 101mm Bit #L-62340
in at 1.812 ft.
Date 02-27-90
Spud Date 12-13-89
















STUCK CORE BARBEL AFTER
BARREL, RIH •
CORE DRILL 101mm FROM 1,769-1,838 FT.
LEVEL FLUCTUATES BETWEEN 7QQ-900 FT.








































Period Start 0700 2-27-90
Period End 0700 2-28-90
Depth Start 1838 ft.
Depth End 1920 ft.
Footage 82 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud Vis 38 SEC
Mud pH _--:::lo.::::0;..:.....::::0~ _
















Drilling Mgr _~p~e.ym~o~n~a~z __
-.
.", Additional Information: RUPTURE SEAL ON MUD MIXER HYDRAULIC
MOTOR, SHUT DOWN FOR REPAIRS (5-1/2 HOURS). CORE DRILL 101mm
FROM 1,838-1,920 FT WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL REMAINING






























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information: CORE DRILL 101mm HOLE 1,920-2,000 FT
CONDITION HOLE. RUN DEVIATION SURVEY WHILE TRIPPING OUT OF
HOLE USING SPERRY-SUN SINGLE SHOT. BREAK DOWN DRILL RODS AND
LAY DOWN. FLUID LEVEL AT 600-700 FT.
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 2-28-90
Period End 0700 3-01-90
Depth Start 1920 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage 80 ft.
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud vis 36 SEC
Mud pH _--=1"""0..,:.."""0 _



















Run pepth Bearing Degrees Run Depth Bearing Puees
l.L 1.994 S-17-W 0.5 iL 1,494 S-36-W 0.25
tL 1.894 S-ll-W 0.75 I.L. 1. 344 S-24-E 0.5
lL 1,794 S-13-E 0.5 iL 1. 294 S-4-W 0.5
i.L 1. 694 S-4-W 0.75 i!L. 1.194 S-3-W 0.6
i2- 1.594 S-34-W 0.5 L!Q 1,094 S-9-W 0.25




































Period Start 0700 3-01-90
Period End 0700 3-02-90
Depth Start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud vis 46 SEC
Mud pH __..=;9........=S"-- _
Mud Temp(F):IN ~ OUT HLB
LC. @


















Additional Information: REMOVE ROTATING HEAD, PULL S" CASING
SLEEVE & LOAD FOR TRANSPORT, MAKE UP 8-1/2" DRILLING ASSEMBLY
(8-1/2" BIT, NEAR BIT BLADE STABALIZER, 2ND BLADE STABALIZER






























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
ENDED, MIX AND SPOT 50 SACK CEMENT PLUG.
Additional Information: OPEN 8-1/2" HOLE FROM 1,040-1,130 FT.
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL APPEARS TO BE RISING IN HOLE.





















Period Start 0700 3-02-90
Period End 0700 3-03-90
Depth Start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 52 SEC
Mud pH __~1~0~•...:::5:...- _




































Period Start 0700 3-03-90
Period End 0700 3-04-90
Depth Start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud vis 46 SEC
Mud pH __..::::1-=0,-=-.-=5~ _
















Drilling Mgr _=D=e~yrn==o=n=a=z __
Additional Information: PULL RODS, WAIT ON CEMENT, RIH, TAG
CEMENT AT 1,010 FT., SPOT SECOND CEMENT PLUG (14 SACK MIX),
PULL RODS, WAIT ON CEMENT. PICK UP 8-1/2" DRILLING ASSEMBLY,
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.. \.
HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4 Date 03-05-90
Period Start 0700 3-04-90 Spud Date 12-13-89
~:~ Period End 0700 3-05-90 Day # 69
~.i.: Depth Start 2000 ft. Contractor/Rig Tonto/U-5000'-fc
.~.;
.~~s
Depth End 2000 ft. Day Shift-
:=:..:,., Footage OPENING HOLE Driller LaOrange
~;. Mud Wt 8.5 #/GAL Helper K.K.
.~;- Mud vis 54 SEC Helper Greenburg
~:~~~ Mud pH 10.5 Night Shift-
~~:-=::
....:: Mud Temp(F):IN 1..L OUT -ll Driller Cunningham
LC. @ Gradual loss from Helper Riley
100% @ 1.130 ft to 60% @ Helper J.K.
1. 300 ft. Foreman Gillespie










Additional Information: DRILL OUT CEMENT FROM 1.100-1.130 FT
OPEN 8-1/2" HOLE FROM 1.130-1. 300 FT. FULL RETURNS AT 1,130
FT. BUT SLOWLY DECREASING TO 60% BY 1.300 FT. SOME PROBLEMS
WITH CUTTINGS WASHING BACK INTO HOLE ON CONNECTIONS. SOLVED
BY INCREASING MUD VISCOSITY AND LETTING HOLE SIT STATIC FOR



















































Drilling MgrBits : _
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 3-05-90
Period End 0700 3-06-90
Depth start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud Vis 52 SEC
Mud pH __-=1=0-:,.=5 _
Mud Temp(F):IN 11- OUT-1l
LC. @
Additional Information: OPEN 8-1/2" HOLE FROM 1, 300-1, 390 FT
WITH 60% RETURNS. TRIP RODS, RUN IN HOLE OPEN ENDED, SPOT
121 SACK CEMENT PLUG. PULL BACK, WAIT ON CEMENT, RUN IN HOLE




























--.......------------~--_. ------------ --------------- ----




















Drilling MgrBits : _
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 3-06-90
Period End 0700 3-07-90
Depth start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud Vis 46 SEC
Mud pH __-==1...:::0...:.•...:::0:.- _




Additional Information: DRILL OUT CEMENT FROM 1,030-1,390 FT.
















































Drilling MgrBits : _
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-07-90
Period End 0700 3-08-90
Depth start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis SO SEC
Mud pH __-=l~O..:....::::S~ _





Additional Information: OPEN 8-1/2" HOLE FROM 1, 490-1, 680 FT





















































Period Start 0700 3-08-90
Period End 0700 3-09-90
Depth Start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 53 SEC
Mud pH __-=1..::;0~. ..::::5 _





Additional Information: OPEN HOLE FROM 1,680-1,850 FT. WITH
90% RETURNS. TRIP RODS TO CHECK BITS, RUN IN HOLE (RERUN SAME
















































Drilling MgrBits : _
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 3-09-90
Period End 0700 3-10-90
Depth start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud vis 51 SEC
Mud pH __.=l~0~...;::5~ _




Additional Information: OPEN 8-1/2" HOLE FROM 1,850-1,980 FT





























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
:.-.;.
) Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-10-90
Period End 0700 3-11-90
Depth Start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud Vis 55 SEC
Mud pH __-=1;..;;0...:..;..;;5 _


















Additional Information: OPEN HOLE TO 8-1/2 INCHES FROM 1,980-
2,000 FT. WITH 90% RETURNS, CONDITION HOLE, TRIP RODS OUT OF
HOLE. HALLIBURTON CEMENT PUMP TRUCK WHICH WAS BEING SHIPPED
FROM HONOLULU FOR CEMENTING SOH CASING MISSED BARGE, WILL NOT



































Period start 0700 3-11-90
Period End 0700 3-12-90
Depth start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2000 ft.
Footage OPENING HOLE
Mud wt 8.4 #IGAL
Mud vis S4 SEC
Mud pH __-=l-.::;O.....-=S'--- _

















Additional Information: 12 HOURS STANDBY, WAITING FOR HALLI-
BURTON, TRIP IN RODS, HOLE CLEAN TO TD WITH ABOUT 3 FT OF FILL
IN BOTTOM. CIRCULATE HOLE FOR 2 HOURS, TRIP OUT, LAY DOWN 134
























































Mud wt 8.4 #/GAL
Mud vis 43 SEC
Mud pH __-=1-""0......-""5 _
Mud Temp(F):IN N/R OUT N/R
LC. @
Additional Information: REMOVE 13 INCH BOP EQUIPMENT, RUN 7"
L-80, 35#/FT CASING TO 1,999 FT. WITH GUIDE SHOE AND FLOAT
COLLAR (TOP OF FIRST JOINT), AND CENTRALIZERS EVERY THIRD
JOINT (APPROX. 120 FT.), ENCOUNTERED NO OBSTRUCTIONS IN HOLE.
































Period Start 0700 3-13-90
Period End 0700 3-14-90
Depth Start ~2~0~0~0~f~t~. _
Depth End _---"'2..::::0..::::0..::::0'---=f--=t..... _
Footage
Mud wt _......:.:N./=R'-- _
Mud Vis _......:.:N./=R'-- _





















Additional Information: HALLIBURTON ARRIVES AT SITE AT 11:00
AM, RIG UP FOR CEMENTING. UNABLE TO CIRCULATE THROUGH CASING
AFTER RIGGING UP HALLIBURTON EQUIPMENT. PRESSURE UP TO 2,800
PSI, REGAIN CIRCULATION WITH APPROX. 90% RETURNS. PUMP 34
BBLS CLEAR WATER AHEAD OF LEAD SLURRY CONSISTING OF 225 CU. FT
SPHERELITE/SILICA CEMENT (75 SACK HAWAIIAN CEMENT, 2,850 LBS
SILICA FLOUR, 3,750 LBS SPHERELITE, 95 LBS CFR-3 & 75 SACK
BENTONITE) AND TAIL SLURRY CONSISTING OF 126 CU. FT. SILICA
CEMENT (78 SACK HAWAIIAN CEMENT, 2,900 LBS. SILICA FLOUR, 37
LBS CFR-3 & 3 SACK CaCl) TOTAL VOLUME 125% OF THEORETICAL.
BUMP PLUG WITH 500 PSI JUST AS SPHERELITE CEMENT RETURNS BEGAN
TO HIT SURFACE. FLUID LEVEL IN ANNULUS DROPPING SLOWLY AFTER
PUMPING. WOC 2.25 HRS, FINISH WITH TOP JOB CONSISTING OF 40
CU. FT. NEAT CEMENT WITH 2% CaCl BRINGING CEMENT TO SURFACE.






































Period Start 0700 3-14-90
Period End 0700 3-15-90
Depth Start -=2~0~0~0~f~t~. _
Depth End _~2~0~0~0~f...::t:.=.. _
Footage
Mud wt _~N~/~R,-- _
Mud Vis _-o.:N.../~R,-- _






















Additional Information: MOVE 13" BOP EQUIPMENT OFF LOCATION
AND OFF LOAp 7" EQUIPMENT. WELD ON 7 INCH WELLHEAD, RIG UP
DRILLING VALVE, DOUBLE-GATE UNIT AND ROTATING HEAD. TEST PIPE
AND BLINP RAMS TO 1;000 PSI FOR 30 MINUTES. PICK UP 5-S/8
MILL TOOTH, TRIP IN HOLE, DRILL OUT FLOAT COLLAR, CEMENT AND
















































Drilling MgrBits: HQ bit #M62357-5
5-5/8" bit #L-53905
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-15-90
Period End 0700 3-16-90
Depth Start 2000 ft.
Depth End 2023 ft.
Footage 23 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud Vis 42 sec
Mud pH _--=1..:::;0-:..=5 _




Additional Information: TRIP OUT OF HOLE, LAY DOWN S-5/8"
DRILLING ASSEMBLY. RUN 4-1/2" DRILLING SLEEVE (ll-6#/FT J-55
CASING) TO TD, SET BOTTOM PACKER AND HANG FROM WELLHEAD.
NIPPLE UP ROTATING HEAD, MAKE UP HQ CORING ASSEMBLY, TRIP IN



























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-16-90
Period End 0700 3-17-90
Depth Start 2023 ft.
Depth End 2112 ft.
Footage 89 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud Vis 42 sec
Mud pH _~1~0...%...:::::5 _
Mud Temp(F):IN -21 OUT N/A
















Additional Information: CORE HQ FROM 2,023-2,112 FT. CIRCU-
LATION DECREASING WITH DEPTH, WITH NO RETURNS BELOW 2,110 FT.
APPARENT CONTACT BETWEEN SUBAERIAL BASALT FLOWS AND SHALLOW





























'.-"" HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-17-90
Period End 0700 3-18-90
Depth Start 2112 ft.
Depth End 2220 ft.
Footage 108 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#lgal
Mud vis 44 sec
Mud pH _--=1=0.......=5 _

















Additional Information: CORE HQ FROM 2.112-2.220 FT. WITHOUT
RETURNS. AS MEASURED WHILE MAKING RUNS TO RETRIEVE THE CORE
















































Drilling MgrBits: HQ bit #M6-2357-3
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-18-90
Period End 0700 3-19-90
Depth start 2220 ft.
Depth End 2281 ft.
Footage 61 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud vis 42 sec
Mud pH _--=1~0~...:::5~ _






Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2,220-2,281 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL IN HOLE DROPPED TO 1,050 FT ON
SOME RUNS. ROCK BADLY BROKEN RESULTING IN SHORT RUNS. TRIP








































Period Start 0700 3-19-90
Period End 0700 3-20-90
Depth Start 2281 ft.
Depth End 2392 ft.
Footage 111 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#lgal
Mud Vis 32 sec
Mud pH _---::.9...:.. ..::;5 _

















Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2,281-2,392 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED IN HOLE WHILE RETRIEV-
ING CORE BARREL AT 900-1,100 FT. ROCK TYPE: SHALLOW SUBMARINE



























Period start 0700 3-20-90
Period End 0700 3-21-90
Depth start 2392 ft.
Depth End 2S02 ft.
Footage 110 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#lgal
Mud vis 3S sec
Mud pH _--:;.9..:..=0 _

















Additional Information: CORE HQ FROM 2,392-2,S02 FT. WITHOUT
RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED WHILE RETRIEVING CORE BARREL
AT APPROXIMATELY 1,000 FEET.
History
Hole Size Interval (ft)
17-1/2" _0_ to 121
12 1/4" 121 to 992
8 1/2" 992 to 2,000



































Drilling MgrBits : _
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 3-21-90
Period End 0700 3-22-90
Depth start 2502 ft.
Depth End 2611 ft.
Footage 109 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#lgal
Mud Vis 34 sec
Mud pH _---=8........:::;5 _








Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2,502-2,611 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED IN HOLE WHILE RETRIEV-




Hole Size Interval (ft) Casing size (interval) GradejWeight
17-1/2" __0_ to 121 13-3/8" (0-121) K-55/61#
12 1/4" 121 to 992 9-5/8" (0-990) K-55/40#
8 1/2" 992 to 2,000 7" (0-1.999) L-80/35#
3.8" 2000 to 2,611 N/A N/A
-;..-
- ---- - - ---- ---




















Drilling MgrBits : _
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-22-90
Period End 0700 3-23-90
Depth start 2611 ft.
Depth End 2680 ft.
Footage 69 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#lgal
Mud vis 32 sec
Mud pH _--:;,9-"-."""0 _
Mud Temp(F):IN -21 OUT NIA
LC. @
Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2,611-2,680 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED IN HOLE WHILE RETRIEV-
ING CORE BARREL AT APPROX. 1100 FT. RAN BOTTOM HOLE TEMP.
SURVEY AT 2,650 FT. WITH MAX. READING THERMOMETER. MRT RUN
IN ON WIRELINE AND HANG OUT BOTTOM OF BIT SITTING ON BOTTOM
OF HOLE 10 MINUTES. MINIMUM THERMOMETER READING IS 96 DEGREES
(F); BOTTOM HOLE TEMPERATURE BELOW THAT TEMPERATURE. NO INDI-
CATION OF HEAT IN RECOVERED CORE THUS FAR. TRIP OUT OF HOLE






































Period Start 0700 3-23-90
Period End 0700 3-24-90
Depth Start 2680 ft.
Depth End 2784 ft.
Footage 104 ft.
Mud wt 8.2#/gal
Mud vis 32 sec
Mud pH _-=8~.=5 _
















Drilling Mgr _=D=e.ym==o=n=a=z _
Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2,680-2784 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED IN HOLE WHILE RETRIEV-
ING CORE BARREL AT 900-1,050 FT. ROCK TYPES: SHALLOW SUBMAR-
































Period Start 0700 3-24-90
Period End 0700 3-25-90
Depth start 2784 ft.
Depth End 2894 ft.
Footage 110 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud Vis 32 sec
Mud pH _--:8...:...;::;0 _

















Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2784-2,894 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED WHILE RETRIEVING CORE
























.. :.~ HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
.:-'.- Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-25-90
Period End 0700 3-26-90
Depth Start 2894 ft.
Depth End 3003 ft.
Footage 109 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud Vis 32 sec
Mud pH _--=8...:..-"'0 _
















Dri 11 ing Mgr _-=D:..:::e"-lYIn...:=o:;.:n..:.:a;;:..:z=--__
Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 2.894-3,003 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED WHILE RETRIEVING CORE








































Period Start 0700 3-26-90
Period End 0700 3-27-90
Depth Start 3003 ft.
Depth End 3100 ft.
Footage 97 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud vis 32 sec
Mud pH _--""8....:.. ....;;0 _


















Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 3,003-3,100 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL MEASURED WHILE RETRIEVING CORE
BARREL REMAINING CONSTANT AT 900-950 FT. ROCK TYPES: SHALLOW
SUBMARINE VOLCANICS WITH SOME HIGHLY FRACTURED INTERVALS























HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Hole # SOH-4
Period start 0700 3-27-90
Period End 0700 3-28-90
Depth start 3100 ft.
Depth End 3160 ft.
Footage 60 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud vis 32 sec
Mud pH _--=8...:.. .=0 _
Mud Temp(F):IN -2l OUT NIR
LC. @

















Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 3.100-3,150 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. TRIP OUT FOR BIT CHANGE. TRIP IN HOLE,
RESUME HQ CORING FROM 3,150-3,160 FT. FLUID LEVEL IN HOLE AT







































HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 3,160-3,268 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEYEL IN HOLE AT 850-900 FEET. ROCK
TYPES: SUBMARINE VOLCANICS. RUN BOTTOM HOLE TEMPERATURE
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-28-90
Period End 0700 3-29-90
Depth Start 3160 ft.
Depth End 3268 ft.
Footage 108 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud vis 37 sec
Mud pH _--=8......,=0 _


















SURVEY AT 3,210 FT. WITH MAXIMUM READING THERMOMETER, MRT
PLACED ON BOTTOM FOR 15 MINUTES 1 HOUR AFTER PUMPING CEASED.































HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 3,268-3,365 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL IN HOLE AT 850-900 FEET. ROCK
TYPE: FRACTURED SUBMARINE VOLCANICS. RUN BOTTOM OF HOLE TEMP.
SURVEY AT 3,298 FT. WITH MAXIMUM READING THERMOMETER, 144 eF)
APPROX. ONE HOUR AFTER PUMPING CEASED.
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-29-90
Period End 0700 3-30-90
Depth start 3268 ft.
Depth End 3365 ft.
Footage 97 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud vis 36 sec
Mud pH _-.::<.8..%.•.:::,0 _















































HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT
Additional Information: CORE WITH HQ FROM 3,365-3,462 FEET
WITHOUT RETURNS. FLUID LEVEL IN HOLE AT 800-850 FEET. ROCK
TYPE: FRACTURED SUBMARINE VOLCANICS.
Hole # SOH-4
Period Start 0700 3-30-90
Period End 0700 3-31-90
Depth Start 3365 ft.
Depth End 3462 ft.
Footage 97 ft.
Mud wt 8.4#/gal
Mud vis 39 sec
Mud pH _--=8..........0 _
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Noise Levels Recorded at the Loughlin Station
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Hawaii Natural Energy Institute
2540 Dole St., Holmes Hall #206
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Attention:-' Mr. Art Seki
Subject: Noise Level and Meteorological Data Concerning a Noise
Complaint on January 13, 1990; SOH Program, Puna, Hawaii
Dear Art:
In response to your phone call on January 30, 1990, I provide the
following:
1. It is understood that Mrs. Renee Siracusa complained of geothermal
noises (reportedly described as "pounding," "clanging," and "irregular")
from the period of 1 am to 5 am on January 13, 1990.
2. In Figure 1, we provide the noise level records that were obtained
simultaneously at the SOH #4 Drilling Site and at the monitoring
station on the Chartran property during the time referred to in the
noise complaint. Also shown are the meteorological data obtained from
the True stations at their drilling rig and at the Thomas -house
(provided by Joel Gordy of Measurement Technologies).
3. From the data in Figure 1, it can be concluded that at the SOH
Drill Site, a large impact noise of about 82 dBA was recorded at
about 1:18 am and a series of lesser impact noises (68 to 74 dBA)
occurred until about 3 am, except for a 20 minute lull centered about
2:20 am.
The monitoring station at Chartran's showed steady insect noise
levels of 45 to 48 dBA from 1:18 to 3:00 am with spikes (49 and 54 dBA)
occurring between 2:00 and 3:00 am. The two spikes do not necessarily
correlate with major impact noise spikes from the drill site.
4. Assuming that the Siracusa residence is about 1600 feet further north
from the Chartran noise monitoring station, then the noise levels from
SOH operations would be approximately 6 dB lower at the Siracusa
residence than at the monitoring station if spherical spreading (Sound






Propagation Condition No.3 occurs. No ambient noise level measure-
ments have been made at the Siracusa residence and it is not known if
significant insect noise levels occur at night. lower ambient noise
levels would cause any impact noises that may propagate from SOH #4
to be more noticeable.
6. Based on the above, it appears that the impact noise from SOH #4 in
the early morning of January 13, 1990 could have been audible at the
Siracusa residence, particularly if low ambient noise levels exist
there; but the level or duration of the noise should not have been
sufficient to exceed the County's Geothermal Noise Guidelines, which
state that, at night, 45 dBA should not be exceeded more than 10% of





5. The winds, according to the station at Thomas's, were light and from
the southeast during the time of impact noise from SOH #4. Thus, they
could have caused propagation condition No.2 to occur (about a 25 dB
reduction from the noise level recorded at the drill site). If this
were the case, we would expect the large spike at 1:18 am to appear at
about 57 dBA at the Chartran monitoring station, but it did not. The
other noise impact spikes would have ranged from 43 to 49 dBA maximum
levels (lmax), but generally they would have been masked by the insect
noise. Similarly, if the worst case Sound Propagation Condition No.1
occurred, with only a 15 dB reduction, then the impact noise spikes
should have shown at levels 10 dB greater than those cited above. As
stated earlier, there is no strong correlation with the two spikes
shown in the Chartran data, but there is a possibility that they were
caused by temporary focusing characterized by Condition No.1. They
could also have been due to some other noise source near the microphone,
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Attention: Mr. Art Seki
Subject: Summary of Noise Monitoring Efforts from January 6, 1990 to
March 30, 1990 - SOH Program, Puna, Hawaii
Dear Mr. Seki:
Our report dated January 12, 1990 provided a summary of noise level
data recorded from October 19, 1989 to January 5, 1990. Following is a
summary of noise monitoring efforts performed from January 6, 1990 to
March 30, 1990.
A. General - Table I is a summary of monitoring activities indicating
that environmental noise monitoring has been performed at a total of
five locations for a total of about 121 days on-line over about a three
month period. There are two automated noise monitoring stations (shown
as "A" and "B") which are serviced by Alpha-Micro Systems of Hilo.
Also, Robert Kochy reportedly performed numerous manual noise level
surveys in response to specific complaints during this time period.
PAU PALMS PLAZA • 970 NO. KAL4HEO AVENUE. SUITE A0311





B. Evaluation of Specific Noise Complaints
1. Noise Complaint on January 13, 1990 - Our report to you dated
January 31, 1990 evaluated a noise complaint from Mrs. Renee
Siracusa. The report is attached as Enclosure 1.
2. Miscellaneous Complaints from January 23, 1990 to February 12, 1990
Your submittal to us dated March 12, 1990 requested us to
evaluate noise complaints involving 10 nights from Mrs. Renee
Siracusa outlined on the Public Contact Sheet dated February 12,
1990, initiated by Stephen M. Avery stating "SOH 4 noise all night,
kept her awake. 1I Also on January 24, 1990, you notified us by phone
that Ms. Edla Chory complained that SOH noise "kept her up until
3 am" during the morning of January 24, 1990.
The process involves evaluating the noise level record
from the SOH drilling site; the noise continuously recorded level
and meteorological records from the True Geothermal Noise Monitoring
Station at the IIThomas Residence," as well as the noise level
records from the Chartran property and meteorological data from the
station at SOH No.4 when available. The sound propagation losses
between the SOH noise levels (assumed 80 feet from the noise source)
and a location 4,400 distance are estimated as (a.) Propagation
Condition #4 (Upwind) -47 to 60 dBA; (b.) Condition #3 (Excess
Foliage Attenuation) - 35 to 47 dBA; (c.) Condition #2 (Spherical
Spending) - 35 dBA; and (d.) Condition #1 (Focusing) - 25 to 35 dBA.
---------_.._-----
The County Geothermal Noise Guidelines state that levels 45





period, except that impact noise may be 10 dBA greater. Thus, one
can add 45 dBA to the sound propagation loss and obtain the noise
lev~l required at SOH in order to exceed the County GUidelines,
e.g., Condition #4 - 92 to 100 dBA; Condition #3 - 80 to 92 dBA;
Condition #2 - 80 dBA; and Condition #1 - 70 to 80 dBA. The noise
records from SOH No.4 show that the maximum relatively steady
noises do not exceed 73 dBA, indicating that sound propagation
Condition #1 must exist to cause 45 dBA at the listeners for 10% of
the time. Condition #1 must have the listeners down wind from the
noise source (within about a plus or minus 600 arc) and there must
be light winds; and; ideally, no cloud cover.
Using the above rationale, the SOH No.4 noise levels, the
meteorological conditions, and the noise level records from Thomas
(and, when available,Chartran) residences the following evaluations
are made:
(a.) Noise Complaints on January 23, 24, and 25, 1990 - Figures 1
through 4 show that during this time period there were light
wind speeds; little or no rain; and a downwind condition.
Thus, sound propagation condition No. 1 could have occurred.
However, the SOH #4 data do not show relatively steady levels






No obvious correlations exist between louder
noise events at SOH #4 band the data from the Thomas
monitoring station which was also downwind. The 45 dBA limit
was exceeded by typical background noise transients and
/ insect noises. However, there is a good probability that, on
occasions, SOH #4 operations were audible at the two complaint
locations.
(b.) Noise Complaints on January 28 and ~ 1990 - Figure 5
through 7 showing that during this time there were relatively
strong upwind conditions (particularly through the 28th and
30th) and no unusually loud events at SOH #4. Thus, from this
information, one would assume that SOH #4 noises should
normally not be audible and usually be well less than the
ambient noise levels.
(c.) Noise Complaints on February ~ ~ and ~ 1990 - Figures 8
through 11 show that during this time it was relatively windy
in either an upwind or nearly upwind condition and no
unusually loud events occurred at SOH #4. No correlations
with drilling noise events and the data from Thomas or
Chart ran monitoring stations are seen.
(d.) Noise Complaints on February 11 and ~ 1990 - Figures 12
and 13 contain only the noise level data from the Thomas
station since the chart paper at the SOH # 4 station became
noise events.
ships as the Siracusa residence) did not show any abnormal
noisy events from SOH #4 due to the lack of data, but the
record from Thomas (which had the same basic wind relation-
#89-10
Page 5
The wind data in the figures indicate that during the
night of February 11th and 12th, there was generally an
upwind condition, while during the next night the wind shifted
downwind with a 2 mph speed. We cannot comment on possible
from Mrs. Renee Siracusa - "maddenly loud." The Contact Sheet also
stated that John Deymonaz said: "It was an extraordinarily loud
day due to special activities that were finished on March 13, 1990--
3. Noise Complaint on March 13, 1990 - The Public Contact Sheet dated




should be no more."
Figure 14 shows the noise level record from SOH #4 and there
is evidence of high activity from about 7:45 am to about 5:45 pm.
Also, according to the wind data from SOH #4, there was a downwind
condition from about 10 am to 2 pm, with the wind then shifting
easterly. Unfortunately, on this day there was a problem with
recording the absolute noise level at the SOH #4 monitoring station.
According to our analysis, the maximum extended noise event at
10:00 am shown in Figure 14 would have been about 75 dBA. Under
worst cases scenarios with Propagation Condition No. 1 in effect,





residence. In the presence of a quiet background condition (e.g.,
35 to 40 dBA), these sounds could have been very noticeable,
particularly when, and if, focusing occurred. However, there is
no indication that the daytime County noise limit of 55 dBA should
have been exceeded for 10% of the time. We do not have noise
















Table I Summary of Noise Monitoring Activities from 1/5/90 to 3/30/90-:~. -
.~
~t
Page 1 of 2
-~~.
MON DATA START STOP DAYS ON REMARKS
":'.
~/ LOCATION STA SET DATE DATE LINE
-~g
._-_.._-- - .._-- --- _.- ----- --
--
WOODS B 8a 1/5/90 1/10/90 4 PEN DRI EO: 1/7 -1/8
CHARTRANS , B 8a 1/10 1/17 7
GILMAN A 8b 1/5 1/8 3 NO POWER: 1/5,
9:00-9:45
SOH #4 A 8b 1/8 1/17 8 NO POWER:l/16-1/17






~;~ SOH #4 A 9b 1/17 1/31 14
:f.~.
!;'.'.,.-: SOH #4 A lOa 1/31 2/9 7 PAPER STUCK: 2/1-.:'.::
2/2; 2/3-2/4; 2/9,:~:.:;:':~i-
00:30-11:20
SOH #4 A lOb 2/9 2/12 PAPER STUCK: 2/10-
2/12
SOH #4 A 10c 2/12 2/16 2 PAPER STUCK: 2/12 -
2/14, 11: 00; 2/14,
15:30-19:00


















Table I Summary of Noise Monitoring Activities from 1/5/90 to 3/30/90~ -
i~':'
-:.
Page 2 of 2
~~-i
MON DATA START STOP DAYS ON REMARKS
J-~~ LOCATION STA SET DATE DATE LINE
;:~{i - -_.- "'--"- ----- ----- _._--...
7.:' CHARTRANS 8 11 b 2/16 2/23 2 PAPER STUCK:2/17-
,=};f 2/19; 2/20-2/23-{,]
:~~;~
LAUGHLIN B lIe 2/23 2/28 2 PAPER STUCK:2/23-
2/26
~





LAUGHLIN B 12b 2/28 3/7 3 PAPER STUCK: 2/28-
3/1 ; 3/2-3/5;
QUESTIONABLE










SOH #4 A 13a 3/16 3/19 3
SOH #4 A 13b 3/19 3/30 10 PAPER STUCK:3/23-
3/24
.~: ~'
."" LAUGHLIN B 13c 3/16 3/26 9 BERKHARDT'Sr:,
RECORDER IN USE,
DATA QUESTIONABLE;
PEN DRIED : 3/20-
3/21
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DATE ",,;"1 $ 'f "tm I}pgli.= ~It ift
F' ROM -J),J,BoLL4Q....IiQ"""oru.b/.J-Y _
PROJECT SOH Geothermal
OUR JOB # .....e.....9....-J
IoU
O _
~: PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE SHOULD ANY
PROBLEMS OCCUR WITH TRANSMISSION OR RECEIPT
OF fACSIMILE (808) 254-3318.
Hawa11 Natural Energy Institute
Attention: ~A~ct~Se~k~i __
Hof Pages (inclUding this sheet)~
TO
~PR ~q '90 17:47 DARBY & ASSOCIATES 808 254-5295






\ H~rd coe~ in the mail •
IMESSAGE: Art. This is a fa1rly typical sample from Loughl1n's during a windy day. lam to'
I that there is a 'small tree near the mic,and that there are roosters in the area.



































































































AGREEMENT FOR A GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, HAWAII (RCUH 3908-00)
AMOUNT AMOUNT EXPENDED AMOUNT
BUDGET CATEGORY AWARDED AS OF 3/31/90 ENCUMBERED
Salaries $77,500.00 $4,978.18 $0.00
Fringe $20,000.00 $408.27 $0.00
Equipment $175,000.00 $58,081.85 $54,342.94
Supplies $200,500.00 $239,960.93 $58,857.54
Travel $75,000.00 $7,282.30 $459.90
Consultant $375,000.00 $149,496.55 -$9,996.55
Publications $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Miscellaneous $52,000.00 $52,573.32 $25,901.62
Indirect Costs $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $0.00
Drilling $2,000,000.00 $574,191.70 $1,425,808.30
TOTAL $3,000,000 $1,086,973.10 $1,555,373.75
AVAILABLE
BALANCE
$72,521.82
$19,591. 73
$62,575.21
-$98,318.47
$67,257.80
$235,500.00
$0.00
-$26,474.94
$0.00
$0.00
$332,653.15
